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1 Introduction 

Nowadays, when free electron lasers have come a long way fr~ni the first experimental 

demonstration [1] to their wide applications in various regions 'of science and industry,' the 

problem to increase ~n efficiency of FEL devices, becomes a cent~al one for free electron 

laser physics and technique. 

The efficiency of a FEL amplifier with homogeneous undulator is ofan order of the ratio 

of the undulator period Aw to the gain length 19 , and for the FEL amplifiers of infrared 

and visible wavelength ranges it is of an order of percent. A reliable method to increase 

the FEL amplifier efficiency was proposed more than ten years ago (2, 3). The main idea: of 

this approach is to sustain the synchronism of the electrons with amplified el~ctromagnetii: 

wave by mea~s of undulat~r tapering. At first this idea has been confirmed by the results 

of nunierical simulations (4, 5] and later it has been demonstrated experimentally, an 

efficiency 1/ =::: 34% was achieved (6]. As a result, now there exists a good consent amorig 

the physical community that the method to increase the FEL amplifier efficiency by the 

undulator tapering is the most optimal one. 

On the other hand, the problem to increase a FEL oscillator efficiency has appeared 

to be more complicated. First, the efficiency of the FEL oscillator with a homogeneous 

undulator is rather small, 1/ =::: 0.29/N, where N is the number of the undulator periods 

(7, 8]. Usually N is about several tens which results in the FEL efficiency 1/ less than one 

percent. Second, undulator tapering does not give such excellent results with r~spect to 

the FEL amplifier, it enables one to increase the FEL oscillator efficiency by a· factor of 

2 or 3. Using additional possibilities, such as a prebuncher, one increases the efficiency 

additionally by a factor of two [9]. In any case the maximal FEL oscillator efficiency does 

not exceed a value of several percent. 

Such a significant difference in the efficiency between the FEL. amplifier and FEL 

oscillator configuration~ was analyzed in detail in ref. · (lOJ. It was shciwn th~t there 

is principal difference between these two FEL configurations when undulator tapering is 

used. In the case of the FEL amplifier, the frequency of the amplified wave is determined . 

by a master oscillator, the initial conditions ·at the undulator entrance are fixed, the 

process of the field amplification develops' in space, and, as a result, spatial 'tapering . 

of the undulator parameters enables one to trap a significant fraction of the electrons 

in the regime of coherent deceleration. Contrary to this, the lasing freque~cy of the 

FEL o~~illator depends on the v~lue of the ·undulator · tapering depth and is defined by 

the condition ~f the ~aximurii of the sm~i-signal gain in the linear mode of operation. 

Another difference is that thb initiai'conditions at the undulator entrance depend o~ time 

due to the dependence on time of the field stored in the resonator. As a resulh the . . ' . 



dependence of the FEL oscillator efficiency 011 the tapering depth is ri;iunonotonous and 

breaking arid the final FEL oscillator efficiency does not increase significantly with respect 

t~ the case of hom~gene~us und;;lator [10]. . , , , .. , , . 
. s~,. it seenis impossible. to ~chi~ve a higl1 efficiency in the FEL osciiiator using tlie 

conv~ntionai app~oacb ~f uridulat~i- tap'eriug. On the other hand, one shciuid remember 
~ ' -. ' , . ' ' ' . ) , : ' : : ! ' . : . '. : -' . - . - ' ' ; ' ' ; - . . . -

the history of the acceleration techµiqite development. fo the mid-:1940s it was an idea 
; ,. f ' • ~ . : . ' - l ; ' • ' •. ' ·. , ' \ f •. ; - . ' ' ' . . i . '. . ' - . ' . ; ' 

by McMillan and Veksler to use the principle of phase stability of the particle motion in 
·:·':' ;, ·"• ':·_., 'i'·· ;, _· · :·· :• ,·, :'."' ; ... -: , ·· - :·_ ., .. ,. -'• : 

time~dependent eledromagrie% fielq~, which has l~d to the invention of.synchrotron ah~ 

op~11ed a way t6 ieach sti~erhigh ehei:ides [ii, }2]. It is evident now that cirily an a~proach 
• · • i · · : _ ; · ! - · : : · : , . - i ; · j ,: S ,.· i ~ '. I : ' -: , -' : ' i · • ··• • ' . ; ,- , • . • • , . . • . '. . . '. • : ; i . 

~i~,l~r Jo that ~i-oposed, ,~Y McMill~ii, and Veksl~i: npiy solve the problem to corist~iic~ ~hf 
high-efficiency FEL osciilators; , For, the first. time sucl1 ari approach to. increase the FEL 

~sciifato~ efficiericy ias pro~osed iii ref. [13]. ii is kased ~n a natural feahlre of the FEL 

oscill~to~, ~a~ely ,the depeiid~11ce oi{ ~ime of tlie r~4iation fi~Id stored in the resona.tor. H 
~.:s prciposecl to iiit~duci iirne-.depen<lenf accelerating fields Into. the interaction regiori 

(which ,is eqiilvil~nt iii iis a~tlcii1 to the unduiatortape~ing); As a resuit, this makes 

it possihie fo trap electrons intcl the ponderorri6tive weil arid perfcirtn rnhversiori of the 

micro\Vave energy t,6.th~ ~Jticiil Olle. To increase m1mber of ti:appei t:!ectrons ( w,hich 

results in higher efficieii~; ); tl1e auHioi:s of ref. [13] proposed to use a. preburicher togetl1ei' 

with ~ horiioge~e6ifo iindulit~r. Nrimerical estirnaticiiis, p~esented in refs. [13, 141 ha.ve 
; . ~ . : : ! •. , " . t : ' . :' . . - . - ' - . < • • • • ' • • - i -

sho\Vn that an efficiency of about several tens percent can be achieved in such modification 

of the FEL oscillator. 
' . ' 

There is another way to realize the idea of time-depende1it variatiqn cif the FEL oscil-
• _l i ''. · ... - . ·:· _-, _/: l_! !, ., ' . . _, ; 1· ' • ''.' 

lator parainet~~s ~o increase the effideucy. It was propos~d to change in time the magneti<; 

fieI4 cif i~e ,~ndril~t~r i:ather tl~aii. to introduce the a~cderating field into tl1e int,eradion 

region [15; 16] .. The feasibility of this 1nethod has been confirmed by the results of numer

ical slinrilatipiis.-H was shown tl~at tl1e !1igh ~fficieiicy (~ ~ 20%) FEL oscillator opera.ting 

iii ti~e. C:??ti¼~?.~t of ~~Aij~1~pimo~s inode may be coii~i~ucted at the present le;el of 
accelerator tech1iique R&D (16]. . . . . . • . . . 

, !, I''. • i, : 1 , " - : '~ _;·· ; .'.: ' ; ; f_ - ~ . J . . . '. : . ' . ; '! ' f ' . . -.: '. ;- J. '.,, t . '. '.; . . '. l. '. >. ·. 
T~e present paper is cfovcited to the problem_ of focrease in the FEL oscillator efficieiicy 

tiy app11caiio~ or iiiii~-cie~e~de~i microwave fi~lds. Her~ we rri~ke i~ ~~tempt to develop •; ,., , . <; : '. >;, _'. f • • J ~- , '> , -{ ; r; { i •- '';: _. • j' '• : J ~- J •; '. • • •/ > • • ; • ' ': '1 •;, > • ( '. •. •~ 

icteclS presen,ted in refs. (13,)4] where s.omi.; iiqyif FEL schemes liave been proposed. 

i~~· o~f opii1i1~, gl~i11g f possibil,ity ~oiiicr~as~ slg~i~c:1;1tly ;the tii~ osciijit(?i; ~~cirucy, 
they areratHer coinj:>relie1isive and require significant development of novel 1mdulatoi- and 

IiF sti:~~tui:~ tec1irio10~. id t11~ p;~eii.t i>a~~; w~ pt~ios~ ~ever~i a1ieriiat1;.;e{ec~~1cai 
•' ,>_'. ! _;;-_f!.· ·.:·· • r ·:· •' ; ___ ,.; '_' ... 1:): • • '.. :•,1_' ,:-_l j.:1-- i __ -.-' ;'i; ·,· ~ :_:.;_"·~.:~. ',: 

·solutions. totally based on a well developed coi1veiiiiorial RF: structure arid unaii!atcir 

techi1?/ot,, : .•.. : ,· . , ,, , 1,, , ,,, ,, ~ . "•i· :,,:. ,'••'l""'l" ''°''' , ; 
The paper proceeds as foiiows. In section 2 we perform a qualitative aiialysis of 
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Figure 1: Scheme A: Acceierating structure combined with the main undulator 

the proposed FEL schemes and obtain simple physical formulae for maximal attainable 

efficiency. Then, in sections 3 -. 5 we perform a more detailed study using results of 

numerical simulations in the framework of one~dimensional F.EL model. 'The analysis 

performed takes into account such effects as energy spread of. electrons in the beam, 

dependence of the electron oscillation angle on the electron energy; change of tl~e optical 

field amplitude and RF field amplitude along the undulator axis, etc. 
A common f1eature of three proposed .schemes A, B and C is that their magnetic systems 

consist of a prebuncher and the main undulator spaced by the drift (or dispersion) section 

and time-dependent RF fields are introduced·inside the location of the main undulator. 

Scheme A, considered in section 3, is close to that considered in papers (13, 14]. The 

only difference is that we propose another way for technical realization of this scheme. We 

propose to use the-conventional undulator and RF technology by placing inside the gap 

of the. undwator (for instance, a permanent magnet one) of an iris-loaded waveguide (one 

or-more sections) which is fed by a RF power supply operating at a harmonic frequency 

of the driving accelerator (see Fig.I). A choice of a RF band is defined by the following 

technical limitations. First, to m.iniinize a value of the undulator gap, one should minimize 

transverse dimensions ·of the waveguide by choosing as short RF wavelength as· possible; 

On the other hand, there should exist well developed RF amplifiers providing the necessary 

RF power level to· achieve the required accelerating rate. ·Analysis of the present-day 

situation with RF sources shows that the most appropriate RF band for this purpose is 

the X-band one. 
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Figure 2: Scheme B: Sectional main undulator with separated accelerating_cavities 

· , In section ,:1 we proceed, the consideration with scheme B. Peculiar feature of this 

scheme is that the main undulator is divided into pieces and short RF cavities with time

dependent RF fields are placed between them (see Fig.2). In this scheme the electron 

acceleration is performed discretely and processes of electron acceleration by the RF field 

and deceleration by·the optical field are separated in space. This results in some decrease 

of the final efficiency with respect to the scheme A, nevertheless, as we will show below 

with numerical example, a high efficiency may be achieved, too. Moreover, this scheme is 

more preferabl~ from technical point of view. There are no limitations on the undulator 

gap value and RF cavities may operate at the frequency of the driving accelerator (as a 

rule, at L- or S-band frequency) providing a high acceleration rate of the order of several 

tens MV/m. 

The above mentioned schemes A and B need RF supplies for their operation .. In 

section 5 we propose quite a novel scheme C which operates without a RF power supply. 

The main undulator of this scheme is fabricated with deep tapering (for.instance, with 

decreasing magnetic field at fixed period, or .with decreasing period at fixed undulator 

parameter). A tunable ·decelerating RF structure is installed inside the main undulator 

gap (see Fig.3). Initially it is tuned in such a way that the RF field, induced inside.it by 

the_ electron. beam, decelerates the electron beam keeping the resonance of electrons with 

~he_ small optical field in the resonator along the ~ndulator length. As a result, the optical 

fidd i~ the resonator begins to grow .. To keep the resonance condition at higher values 
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Figure 3: Scheme C: Taper~d undulator with tunable decelerating RF structure 

of the optical field, the decelerating RF str~dure i~ tuned .in time in s~ch a. way that 

the induced RF fields are decreasing while the optical field in the re~onat~r is incr~asing. 

Finally, the stationary mode of operation with high efficiency is settled ~hen the induced 

RF fil!d is small and deceleration of electrons is performed ·m~i{1ly by the optical· field. 

Here we should note that the chosen· value of the undulator tapering depth shoul~ provide . . . . ' . 

the resonance condition of electrons with the optical field corresponding to this stationary 

mode of operation. 
To realize the proposed scheme C, one should provide a cl1a;1ge of resonance properties 

of the decelerating RF structure within a macropulse of the driving accelerator. One 

possible way of the technical realization, based on the travelling wave resonator tec!mique, 

is considered ·in section 5. Here we should note only that this scheine seems to be extremely 

attractive, so as it does not require a RF power supply for its operation. RF structures 

operating at a shorter wavelength band, such as](,.-,.!{...:. or /("-band may be used 

giving a possibility to decrease the und1ilator gap. As a result, the FEL scheme with the 

tunable decelerating RF structure reveals a possibility to construct high efficiency FEL 

oscillators of visible range. 

2 . Qualitative consideration 

Basic assumptions. The present treatment is based on a one-dimensional FEL os

cillator model. We assume an electron current pulse duration to be long and do not take 
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into account longitudidal modes competition effects. Despite its simplicity su~h a model 
.. ' - -~ --·-

reveals main features of the FEL oscillator concerning the problem to increase efficiency. 

It enables one to take into account many factors influencing the FEL oscillator operation, 

which is illustrated in sections 3 - 5. In the present section we shall describe only basic 

features of the considered method and shall simplify a situation-~ignificantly; 

An electron beam moves along tlie z axis of the planar undulator :with the magnetic 

field B = ~Bcos(K,.;z). The amplitude of the electron oscillation angle in the main 

undulator is equal to 0 = Q/,, where Q = eB/Kwmc2 is the undulator parameter, 1 = 

£/me?, f is the electron energy and -e and m are the charge _and mass of the electron, 

respectively. It is assumed that 02 « 1 and the longitudinal electron velocity v, is close to 

the velocity of light c. The amplitude of the electric field of the optical wave synchronous 

with the electron beam is of the form: 

E = eyE exp[iw(z/c - t)] + C.C., 

where the lasing frequency w is defined by the condition of maximum gain in the small

signal mode of operation. 'The particle motion is described by "energy-phase" variables 

with energy e as canonical momentum and phase tp = Kwz+w(z/c-t) as can,onically con

jugated coordinate. In this representation the longitudinal coordinate z is an independent 

variable (see, e.g., refs. [17, 18]). To study the nonlinear m~de of FEL oscillator operation 

we use the macroparticle method. We choose M macroparticles over a modulation density 

period, i.e. in phase interval from O to 21r. The equations of motion (averaged over the 

undulator period) may be written in the following reduced form [18) (k = 1, ... , M): 

dP(k)/dz ~ <j,cos{V'(k) + t/J.) + 'f'z, 

dt/J<ki/dz = P<k> + 6, 

{la) 

{lb) 

where z = z/lw, lw is the length of the main undulator, P = P/9£0 , P = (£ - £0 ) is 

the energy deviation from the nominal value £01 g = ,-:Oc/wl.,, ~ (41rNwt1. Nw is the 

number of the maiq undulator periods, <j, = [JJ)ol;,,cp/29£0 is the reduced amplitude of the

effective potential of the electron interaction with the optical field; cpexp(it/,,) = -e80 E, 
80 = Q0 /'Yo is the electron oscillation angle, Q0 = eB0 /Kwmc2 is the undulator parameter 

at z = 0, ,;} = ,;2 + 0~/2, [JJ]0 = Jo(v0 ) - J1(v0 ) and v0 = Q~/4{1 + Q~/2). The term 

<j,, = -eE,lw/ 9£0 in the right-hand side of equation,(la) .takes into account the ~ctio_n 

of the slowly changing amplitude of the external longitudinal RF field E, = E,(z, t) 
which is-introduced into the interaction region (E, < 0). The term 6 = Co = [Kw -

w{l+ Q~/2)/2c,Ww in the right-hand side of equation {lb) is the detuning parameter of 

particle with the nominal energy £0 from resonance at z = 0. When undulator tapering is 

performed by decreasing the magnetic field with [B0 - B(z)]/ B0 = €z, then the detuning 
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parameter C depends on z as C = [t.w - w(l + Q2(z)/2)/2c,;]lw = C0 + {z , where 

{ = €lwQ!/2g(1 + Q!/2) and C0 _is defined by the condition of maximum gain in the 

small-signal mode of operation. In this section we, consider the simplified situation when 

the efficiency is increased significantly with resped to the conventional FEL oscillator 

scheme, but still remains much less than unity. It follows from this assumption that we 

can neglect the quadratic terms in the expression for the detuning parameter and the 

dependence on energy of Q and -y in amplitude factors. • 
From Maxwell's wave equation we get the·reduced equations for the amplitude <j, and 

the phase t/J. of the effective potential of interaction: 

. M 

d<j,/dz = -2/JM-1 I: cos(V'(k) + t/J.), (2a) 
k=l 

M 

dip,/dz = -2/3M-1<j,-1 I: sjn(V'(k) + t/J,), (2b) 
k=l 

where 

/3 = 1r8~jwl![J J)!/2c-y;0-Yoh 

is the gain par~meter, j is the beam current density and IA= mc3 /e ~ 17 kA. When 

calculating the beam current density j, entering in_to the expression for the gain parameter 

/3, we assume that transverse dimensions of the electron beam are much less than the 

gaussian beam waist size w0 • As a result, in one-dimensional equations we substitute the 

beam current density by the effective value j = 21r-1w;2 I, where I is the beam current. 

Here we do not take into account variation of the amplitude and the phase of the gaussian 

optical mode along the undulator axis. 
The prebuncher is a short plane undulator with a. number of periods Np and is placed 

in front of the main undulator,- As a rule, the magnetic field of the prebuncher undulator 

should be less than that of th~_main undula.tor. When choosing the prebuncher undulator 

parameters, the following condition should be fulfilled: 

Ap(l + Q;/2) ~ Aw(l + Q!/2), 

where ,\.,, = 21r / t..,, is the period of the main undulator, Ap = 21r / '-p is the period of 

the prebuncher undulator, Q,, = eBp/K,,mc2 and Bp is the prebuncher magnetic field; 

When writing down the equations for the prebuncher, it is convenient to perform their 

normalization to the parameters of the main undulator (the prebuncher reduced length is 

equal to f = 1,,/lw): . 
dP(kJ/dz = b1<p cos{ tp(k) + t/J.), 

dt/J<">f dz= b2(P(l,J + 6), 
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where 

M 

dr.p/dz = -2/3M-1
b1 L cos(V'(k) + if,.), 

k=l 

M 

dif.,,/dz = -2/3M.;..1r.p-1
b1 I:sin(V'(k) + if,,), 

k=l 

b1 = Qp[JJ]y/Qo(JJ]o, 62 =(I+ Q;/2)/(l + Q;/2), 

[JJ]p = Jo(vp) - J1(vp), Vp = Q;/4(1 + Q!/2}. 

(4a) 

(4b) 

The prebuncher and the main undulator are-separated with the drift space (or dispersion 

section). The change of the electron phase in the drift space is given with the following 

expression: 

fl.V'(k) =(Co+ P(k))D + Otp, (5) 

where iJ = D/(1 + Q!/2)lw, Dis the length of the drift section. The term {j~ = -21rNwD 
takes into account the fact that the electron beam slippage length is not multiple to the 

radiation wavelength. 

So, equations (1) - (5) enable one to calculate the field amplification G = ll.r.p/r.p per 

one pass of the undulator (in this section we assume G ~ 1 ). To take into account the 

resonator losses we use a phenomenological approach introc;lucing the field damping factor 

/{ per one resonator round-trip (I< is approximately equal to one half of the resonator 

power losses). The lasing takes place when the amplification in the small-signal mode of 

operation is greater than the dumping factor, G. > /{, and saturation takes place when 

G becomes equal to K. 

If there is no external accelerating (or decelerating) RF field in the interaction region, 

the FEL efficiency is given with the expression f/ = ec f Ell.E I /1rj£0 • It is convenient 

for the further representation to introduce the reduced efficiency ii = ff/ g = Gr.p2 /2, 

where G = G//3. One can easily show that the cohservatio~ energy law takes place and 

the reduced FEL efficiency is equal to the averaged value of the reduced electron energy 

losses: ii = - < fo >. At the saturation we obtain: 

ii= i<.r.p2 /2, 

where i<. = /{ / /3. It is useful to note that for a conventional scheme of the FEL oscillator 

with the homogeneous undulator, the maximal reduced FEL ii(h) is achieved at the optimal 

value.of the reduced resonator losses i<. = i<opt = 0.028 [7, 8]: 

7/(h) = 3.62, kopt = 0.028. (6) 

In the presence of external RF field in the interaction region, the above definition of 

the efficiency becomes nonstrict (in fact, it may exceed the value of 100%). But such 
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a definition with normalization to the initial energy of electron is somewhat convenient 

when comparing the efficiency increase due to the introducing of the RF field with that of 

conventio'nal FEL configuration. Thus,.below we shall use this definition for the efficiency 

denoting it as f/(ie) (initial energy) and remembering that the strict definition of the 

efficiency is given by the expression f/(J) = ce I ~ll.E I /1rj(E0 + fl.£), where fl.£ is 

the electron energy increase· due to the interaction with the external RF field. At a 

constant gradient of the accelerating RF fi°eld, the reduced values corresponding to these 

two definitions of the efficiency are connected with the simple relation: 

7/(J) = 7/(iei/{l + gcp,). 

·Now, usi~g the above mentioned ass~mptions, let us perform a brief qualitative st tidy of 

the proposed FEL schemes A, B and C. 
Scheme A: Accelerating structure· co'mbined with the main undulator. Let 

us consider a model situation when the electron beam density after the prebuncher can 

be approximated by a sequence of the {j - functions with the period A = 21rc/w. The 

bunch~s are fed into the mai;i' 1.111dulator in an optimal decelerating phase of the effective 

potential (i.e. in equations (1) and (2) we let 'lf(I) ~ 1r, tj,, ~ 0 and M = 1 ). The main 

undulator is untapered one (i = 0) and the detuning parameter C0 is set equa) to zero. It 

follows from equations ( 1) that the external RF field should be changed proportionally to 

the optical field value, 'Pz(t) = Scp(t), where S ~ 1, to keep the resonance condition. In 

this case there is no phase motion of the bunches and we find from equation {2a) that the 

optical field increment per one undulator pass is equal to ll.r.p ~ 2/3 which ·corresponds to 

the field amplification coefficient G = ll.cp/cp ~ 2/3 /cp. The growth of the optical field is 

ceased at the stationary regime when the field amplification coefficient becomes _equal tb 

the field damping factor /(. In the stationary regime, the optical field amplitude is equal 

to cp ~ 2/3 / /{ = 2/ i<., the RF field amplitude is equal to 'Pz ~ '2/ k. and the expressions 

for the FEL reduced efficiency are given by: 

7/(i,) ~ 21(-1 
' ' 7/(J) ~ 2(1( + 2grl, (7) 

and the expressions for physical efficiency by: 

f/(i,) ~ (21r Nwkr 1, 1/(J) ~ (21rNJ< + 1)-1
• 

Remembering that usually damping factor k is much less than unity, a,\d that the reduced 

efficiency of the conventional FEL oscillator scheme is equal to 7/(h) = 3.62c (see expression 

(6)), we conclude that there may be a significant increase in the FEL efficiency when 

using the proposed FEL scheme. 
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To verify this qualitative consideration, we have performed a set of numerical simu

lations with a large number of macroparticles (M = 100) using equations (1) -,(5). The 

optimization of the overall parameters has been performed to maximize the value of ~(ie)• 

These experiments have confirmed the validity of the parametric dependence ~(ie) ex k-1 

but have resulted in a smaller proportionality factor: 

~(ie) ~ 0.8/(-1 
' 

~(/) ~ 0.8(/( + g)-1
, (8) 

and for physical values: 

77(ie) ~ (511' NwK)- 1
, 77(/) ~ 0.8( 471' NwK + 1)-1

• 

The simulations have shown that ·in the real situation the electron bunches have finite 

phase extent, their optimal phase at the entrance into the main undulator is less than 71' 

and coefficient S is less than unity. 

, Scheme B: Sectional main undulator with separated acclerating cavities. In 

this scheme the main undulator is divided into some number of pieces and short RF cavi

ties are installed between them. Due to a variety of possible configurations, it is extremely 

difficult to obtain universal qualitative formulae for the efficiency calculation. Neverthe

less, expressions (8) may be considered as an upper limit for the maximal attainable 

efficiency. 

Scheme C: Tapered main undulator with tunable decelerating RF structure. 
This scheme uses the main undulator with the tapered parameters. For simlicity, let us 

consider the case of the linear undulator. tapering when the detuning parameter is changed 

according to the.law: C = C:0 + fz . The parameters of the RF structure ar_e chosen in 

such a way that at the initial moment of time the decelerating RF field induced by the 

electron beam results in 'Pzo ~ -f. In this case the phase motion of electrons is small 

and resonance of electrons with the optical fields takes place along the main undulator 

length. In the same way as has been mentioned above, we consider a model situation with 

the ideally bunched electron beam at the main undulator entrance. But contrary to the 

scheme A, we should decrease the value of the· decelerating RF field during the process of 

the optical field growth: 

'Pz(t) ~ -{ + S<p(t), 

where S ~I.It is seen from equations (1) that the resonance of electrons with the optical 

field will be maintained during the process of the optical field growth up to the value 

<p ~ { when the RF field becomes equal to zero. Whe!) all the parameters are chosen to 

be optimal, i.e. at [ ~ 2k-1
, all the considerations performed for the scheme A are valid 

here, too. The only difference is that in. the case under study the values ~(ie) and ~(/) are 

equal: ~(ie) = ~(/) ~ 2k-1 , because the induced RF field vanishes in the stationary mode 
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of operation. More precise relations given by the numerical simulation are still valid, too: 
~Ci•> = ~u> ~ o.8k-1 • . . . . ' . 

In conclusion of this section we would like to emphasize that all the proposed schemes• 

use the prebuncher with fixed parameters. Simulati_ons have sh~wn that ~hough the 

electron bunching in the prebuncher and the drift space depends on th~ amplitude of 

the radiation field stored in the resonator, the parameters of the prebuncher and the 

drift space may be chosen to be fixed to provide optimal bunching in the strong optical 

field corresponding to the stationary regime: Of course, at a small field amplitude in the 

resonator such a choice leads to nonoptimal bunching but this does not stop the optical 

field growth. 

Simulations also have shown that the proposed FEL schemes provide a r~liable oper

ation in the presence of the finite initial energy spread of electrons in the beam. It takes 

place when, operating in the stationary regime, the prebuncher provides such a value of 

the energy modulation in the beam which is much larger than the initial energy spread, 

and is less than the trap depth of the ponderomotive well in the mafo undulator. The re

sults of numerical simulations have shown that in real situations, when the energy spread 

is about some fraction of percent and the damping factor k is rather small, the efficiency 

does not decrease significantly with respect to the case of the "c~ld" electron beam. The 

influence of the initial energy spread and other factors decreasing the efficiency with re

spect to the values given by relation (8), are taken into account in the next sections where 

realistic numerical examples are presented. 

3 Scheme A: Accelerating structure combined with 
the main undulator 

This scheme is similar to that proposed in refs. [13, 14]. The only difference is that 

we propose a more realistic way to realize this scheme which is totally based on standard 

undulator and RF structure technology. We propose to use a standard undulator (for 

instance, a permanent magnet or hybrid one) with a conventional iris-loaded waveguide 

installed in its gap (see Fig.I). This accelerating structure is fed by the RF power source 

operating at a harmonic frequency of the driving accelerator and is synchronized with the 

RF power system of the latter. Successful operation of this scheme takes place when the 

accelerating rate in the accelerating structure is proportional to the optical field amplitude 

in the resonator. It may be achieved, for instance, by introducing of the feedback from 

the optical field detector to the RF power supply. 

Another important problem is that of the choice of optimal RF band. First, to min

imize the size of the undulator gap, one should minimize the transverse dimensions of 
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Table 1. 
' , . _, ' ' . . ' --. 

Scheme A: Accelerating structure combined with the main 
undulator 

Electron -beam·'' 

Energy; £0 

Peak current, J 
Average macropulse current, Ia 
Micropulse duration 

Energy spread, u / &o· 

Magnetic system 

Prebuncher 

Period, ,\~ 

Magnetic field, Bp 
' . 

Number 'of periods, Np 

L~ngth of drift space, D 

Main undulator 

Period, ,\w .. • , 

Magnetic field, Bw 
,•:., ' :· -. ' : 

Number of periods, Nw 

Optical resonator 

Wavelength, ,\ 

Rayleigh ~ength,.zn ..... 
. :. , .. ~' -· .. 

Total p·ower losses 

Reaccelerating system 

RF frequency • 

Number of sections 

Section length, I, 
. Structure type 

Iris aperture radius, a 

Cell radius, b 

.Reduced shunt impedance, R,. 
, Attenu:ation ~onstant, a 

Group velocity, v9 /c 
RF power per section 

Maxi~al accelerating_gradient, I Ez0 ·1 

12 

50 MeV 

llOA 
20 mA · 

5'ps 

0.5 % 

9 cm 

0.49 kG 

3 

39 cm 

6,cm 

2 kG. 

30 

5 µm 

90 cm 

2% 

8 GHz. 

4 

-40 cm 

1r/2 
4mm 

· 13.3 mm 

94 Mf!/m. 
0.74 m-1 

0.021 

lMW 

11.8 MV /m 

,r. 

\l 

1"ft'l 

the waveguide by choosing as short RF waveJength as possible. On the other hand, there 

should exist high peak power RF amplifiers (with output power Wpeak ~ l MW) with 

a sufficiently long pulse duration (several mi~roseconds or more} corresponding to that· 

of the drivfog accelerator. Analysis of the present-day situation with RF sources shows 

that the most appropriate band for this purpose is the X-band; For instance, the Varian 

X3030 klystron operates in a CW mode at 8 GHz frequency with an output power ~ 1 

MW. Below, when considkring'a numerical :xample, we will use the paramet~rs of this 

klystron. 

During the last years there are significant achievements in the ddvelopment ~f the 

X-band accelerating st~ucture technology. This brancli cif acceleratiug technique R&D 

has been developed intensively due to the needs of future generation linea~ colliders and 

now· there is no problems to fabricate travelling wave X-band structure with transverse 

dimensions of about 3 cm. Though these dimensions are rather large, resulting in a choice 

of a large undulator period (and in a larger radiation w.avel_ength at a fixed electron beam 

energy}, the scheme proposed seems to be extremely attractive providing the high FEL 

effi ci ency. 

Let us now proceed with numerical exan,1ple (see Table 1). The RF structure is a 

conventional iris-loaded waveguide of outer diameter 2b ~ 2.7 cm. To provide its cooling, 

the size of the undulator gap is chosen to· be 3.5 cm. The chosen value of the peak 
. ( . 

magnetic field is slightly less than that given by the Halbach formula for hybrid SmCo 

magnets (19]. Each of the four accelerating sections is fed by the Varian X3030 kly~tron. 

When considering this scheme one should take into _account possible diffraction losses_ 

due to the small size of the waveguide iris aperture, In the example considered the Fresnel 

number is equal to NF = a2 / ,\lw = 1.8 and diffraction losses may be neglected. Second, 

electron bunch slippage with respect to the optical bunch Nw,\_= 0.15 mm is much less 

than_ the electron bunch length, so this effects i~ negligible, too~ . Another h~rmful effect 

m~y be co11~1ected with th~ finite phase extent of ti1e electron bunch ~ith re~pect to the 

RF wavelength used in the reaccelerating RF ~truct~re .. In th~ e~ample considered the 

energy deviation due to this effect is much less than the initial ·energy spread of electrons 

in the beam. 

To be more strict,· here we perform a n~ore detailed analysis than· that presented 

in section 2 taking into account the axial variation of the amplitude and phase, of_ the 

gaussian TEl\100 of the optical resonator, axial inhomogeneity of the RF accelerating 

field, etc. So, equations (3) and ( 4) describing the particle motion and field amplification 

in the prebuncher are written in the following form: 

dP(ki/dz = /Ab1<j;cos(t/J{k) + t/J. - J.i,), (9a) 
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dt/Jck)/dz = ~(E'(k) + Co), 
M 

dcj,/dz = -2/3M-1fAb1 L cos(t/J(k) + tf;. - f,J,), 
k=I 

M 

dtf;./dz = -2/3M-.1,jJ-1 !Abt L sin(t/J(k) + tf;. - f,J,), 
k=I 

(9b) 

(10a) 

(10b) 

where functions JA(z) ~nd Jv,(z) reflect the change of the amplitude and the phase_ of 

the gaussian TEM00 of the optical resonator and the other notations are similar to those 

introduced in section 2. 

The change of the electron phase in the drift space, i.e. at z = iv, is given with 

expression (5). 

Equations (1) and (2) describing the particle motion and field amplification in the 

main undulator are written in the following form_: 

dPckifdz = (1 + gP(k))-1 fAcpcos(tp(k) + tf;. - f,J,) + 'Pz, 
• • 2 • • 

dtp(k)/ dz= Co+ (1 + gP(k))- p(k)(l + 0.5gP(k)}, 

. M • 
dcj,/dz = -2/3M-1 !A °L(l + gP(k)t1 cos(IP(k) + tf;. - f,J,), 

k=I 

. M 
dtf;./dz = -2/3M-1cp-1 !A °L(I + gP(k)t_1 sin(tfJ(k) + tf;. - f,J,)-

' k=l 

(lla) 

(llb) 

(12a) 

(12b) 

In the accepted notations z; = iP and ZJ = ( iv + 1) are the coordinates of the main undu0 

lator entrance and exit, respectively. Factor (I+ gF(k)) = £/£0 reflects the dependence 

of the electron oscillation angle· 0 on energy (see, e.g., ref. [181). The gaussian beam 

waist is assumed to be placed in the middle of the main undulator at iP + 0.5 and the 

Rayieigh length is assumed t'o be equal to the main undulator half-length zn = 0.5. So, 

the a~plitude and phMe functions of the gaussian optical mode f A(z) and Jv,(z), entering 

into equations (9) - (12) are given with U1e expressions: 

f A = {1 + (f!.z/ zn)2i-1/2, /,J, = arctg(b.z/zn), 

where t!.z = -(ip+0.5-z) for the main undulator and t!.z = -{fp+0.5-z+D(l+Q~/2)] 

for th~ prebuncher. 

When performing simulations, we have taken into account that there should be tech

nical clearance between the sections equal to t!.z = 6.6 cm ( or in normalized notations 

t!.z = 0.03). In addition, the algorithm used takes into account the dependence on the 

axial coordinate of the RF accelerating field due to the waveguide losses and electron 

beam load: 

E,(z, t) = Ez0(t) exp[-a(z - Zj)] + IaR.{1 - exp[-a(z - z;)]}, 
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Figure 4: Stationary mod_e of operation (scheme A): (1) - relative distributions of optical 
field and (2) - accelerating RF field al~ng the main undulator axis 

where Zj is the_ coordinate of the j-th section (Ezo < 0 and Ia > 0). As a result, the 

expression for the normalizi,d value of the RF field in the j-th accelerating section takes 

the form (zi :S z :S z; + 0.22): 

'Pz = <fzo(t) exp[-&(z - z3)] + <p;{l - exp[-&(z - zi)]}, (13) 

where 

<,Ozo = -41rN.,eEz0lw/£O, <p; = ·-41rNwelaR./£0, 

,Pzo > 0, <p; < 0 , & = alw and the coordinates of the RF sections z; take the following 

values:. 

z1 = iP + 0.03, z2 = iP + 0.28, z:1 = iP + o:53, z4 = f P + 0.78. 

In the process of simulations the following relation has been maintained: i,oz0(t) = Sip(t). 
Fig.4 shows relative axial distributions of the RF and optical fields along the main undu

lator a]!:is. 

The energy spread at the prebuncher entrance is assumed to be a Gaussian with the 

distribution function 

F(P) = (21ru2t 112 exp(-P2/2u2
) 

which corresponds to the distribution· function over reduced energy deviation 

F(P) = (21rA}r1
'

2 exp(-P2/2A}), 
where AT= 41rN.,,u/£0 is the energy spread parameter. 
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Figure 5: Scheme A: (1) - electron energy increment l:!.t:/t:0 due to the action of RF field 
and (2)' ~ the FEL efficiency t/(ie) versus the number of resonator round-trips 

, 
Using the above mentioned notations and physical parameters from Table 1, we find 

th~t th~ ,co;res~~~di~g reduced parameter; are as follows: f3 = 5.8, g = 2.65 x 10-3 , 

I{= 1.7 X 10-3
, A}= 3.55, 1p = 0.15, b1 = 0.4, b2 = 0.67, D = 0.13, Dtp = -0.2, C0 = 5.9, 

S = 0.485, rp; = -25.4. The initial detuning 60 is defined.by the condition of maximal 

small-signal gain when there is no external RF field. 

The presented FEL_ oscillator scheme operates as follows. At the initial moment of 

time t = 0 the RF power supply is turned off and tl1e optical field is growing in time as 

it occurs in· the conventional FEL oscillator configuration. Then, as far as optical field 

is growing, the amplitude of the RF accelerating field is increasing proportionally to the 

optical one. When the optical field amplification becomes equal to resonator losses, the 
, ', '. ~ . . . . 

stationary regime of operation with high efficiency is settled. 

- In the nu~erical example considered ~11 the paprameters are· chosen in _such a way that 

the final value of the accelerating RF field is achieved at maximal level of the klystron 

output power. Fig.5 presents the dependencies on the number of resonator round-trips of 

electron energy increment "!:!.t: / t:0 due to the action ~f the RF field and of the FEL efficiency 

IJ(ie)• In the stationary regime of operation we obtain IJ(ie) ~ 26% and IJ(J) ~ 20%. One 

. can find that these values for the FEL efficiency, obtained with taking into account many 

factors decreasing the efficiency, are visibly less than those given by qualitative estimations 

(8). Nevertheless, even in such a situation, a significant fraction of electrons is trapped 
in the regime of coherent deceleration resulting in a high efficiency. 

1_6 

In conclusion of this section we should note that a high~refficiency _may be. achieved 

using a more powerful klystron , a longer undulator an~ a greater number of accelerating 

sections. In th~ example considered we have chosen a relatively moderate value of the 

average beam current. Increasing of the value of the average beam current will lead 

to a significant increase of axial inhomogeneity of the RF field which will result in the 

efficiency decrease. To overcome this problem, standing wave accelerator sections may be 

used rather than travelling wave ones, or a greater number of shorter RF sections may be 

installed. 

4 Scheme B: Sectional main undulator _with 
separated accelerating cavities 

It was shown in the previo1;1s section that the approach to increase th~ FEL oscillator 

efficiency by introducing accelerating RF fields into the interaction region, has limited 
f f' ·, 

possibilities due to severe technical limitations. The main problem is that of reducing the 

value of the undulator gap, so as peak field at the undulator axis depei1ds exponentially 
, ' ' 

on the gap value. As a result, it requires a necessity to develop novel types of undulator 

and RF structures [13, 14, 20), or to use accelerating RF structures opern_ting at a small 

RF wavelength (see section 2). 

In this section we consider another possibility to overcome this proble1;1. We propose 

to use sectional main undulator and to install RF cavities between the undulator sections 

(see Fig.2). So as there is no limitation on transverse dimensions of the ·accelerating 

cavities, they may operate at the same frequency as the driving acceleratcir'(L- or S-band) 

and provide a high accelerating gradient of about several tens MV/m.- Of course, such a 

separation in space of the electron beam acceleration in the RF field and deceleration in 

the optical field possesses some disadvantages with respect to the_ scheme with combined 

functions. First, due to the finite energy spread of electrons in.the beam, additional phase 

debunching takes place in the space between the undulator sections. Second, phase shift 

of electrons in the space between the undulator sections with respect to optical field phase, 

and phase motion of electrons trapped into the ponderomotive well are changed while the 

RF field amplitude is changed. These effects lead to detrapping of electrons and result 

in efficiency decrease. Nevertheless, the results of numerical simulations have shown that 

this scheme may provide the efficiency of about 10 7 20% which is much higher than 

that of the conventional FEL oscillator configuration. This scheme seems to he extremely 

attractive, so as it may he realized at the present level acceleration technique R&D. 

Let us illustrate with a numerical example the possibilities of the proposed scheme 
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Table 2. Scheme B: Sectional main undulator with separated 
accelerating cavities· 

Electron beam 

· Energy, £0 
Peak current, I 
Energy spread, u/£0 

Magnetic system 

Prebuncher 

Period, ,\P 

Magnetic field, Bp 

Number of periods, Np 
Length of drift space,· D 

Main ·undulator 

Period, -Xw 

Magnetic field, Bw 
Number of sections 

Spacing between sections 

Number of periods, Nw 

Optical resonator 

Wavelength, ,\ 

Rayleigh length, ZR 

Total power, losses 

Reaccelerating system 

Number of cavities 

maximal energy increment per cavity 

)8 

35 MeV 

35 A 

.0.2 % 

9.2 cm 

0.44 kG 

3 

36 cm 

5cm 

3 kG 

5 

10.cm 
50 

10 µm 

145 cm 

2% 

4 

1.9 MeV 

(see Table 2). The chosen parameters of the RF cavities and RF power supply are in 

the limits of the present possibilities of acceleration technique and we will not disc~ss 

them here. We should note only that the chosen axial size of the RF cavity I = 10 cm 

provides the phase slippage ~ 21r of the optical wave with respect to the electron beam. 

When performing numerical simulations, we use equations (5) and (9) - (12) ~ith the 

only exception that the term 'Pz is excluded in the right-hand side of equation (Ila). To 

describe particle motion in the cavities, we use the following equations: 

D.P(k) = <j,.ci, 
• • (in) • • '12 

D.lp(k) = (Co+ P(k) )d +Olp+ 0.5'f'za- 1 

(14a) 

(14b) 

h AP,• 0 (oul) i,(in) 8(in) d 8(out) d d d • • h w ere u (k) = '(k) - '(k) , '(k) an '(k) are re uce energy eviations at t e 

cavity entrance and exit, respectively, ci = d/(1 + Q!/2)lw is reduced cavity length, 

Olp = -21rNwd, lw is total undulator length (excluding spaces for cavities), 'Pz(t) = 
-4,rNweE,(t)lw(I+Q!/2)/£., <pz > O. The accelerating RF field in the cavities is assumed 

to be independent of axial coordinate and its amplitude grows in time proportionally to 

the optical field amplitude: 'Pz(t) = S<j,(t). The amplitude and phase functions of the 

gaussian optical mode f A(z) and /,t,(z), entering equations (9) - (12) are calculated taking 

into account the finite length of accelerating cavities. 
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Figure 6: Scheme B: (1) - electron energy increment D.£/£0 due to the action of RF field 
and (2) - the FEL efficiency 7J(ie) versus the number of resonator round~trips 

The reduced parameters, corresponding to the physical parameters from Table 2, are 

as follows: /3 = 7, g = 1.6 x 10-3, K = 1.43 x 10-3 , A} = 1.58, iP = 0.11, b1 = 0.31, 
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b2 :=:= 0.54, b = 0.073, Sip = 2.1, d = 0.02, <\ = 4 and S = 4.9. Fig.6 presents the 

dep.endencies on the number of resonator round,trips of the electron energy increment 

t:.£/£0 due to the ~ction of the ~F field and of the FEL efficiency 7J(ie)• In the stationary 

regime of operation we obtain 7J(ie) ~ 16% and 1J(J) ~ 13%. 

5 Scheme C: Tapered undulator with tunable 
decelerating RF structur~ · 

In _this section we study a novel scheme to increase the FEL oscillator efficiency ex

ploiting the time-dependent RF field technique. The proposed schem~ consists of the 

prebuncher, the main undulator with tapered parameters and one or more tunable decel

erating RF structures placed inside the gap of the main undulator (see Fig.3). A peculiar 

feature of the RF structure used is that it decelerates the ~lectron beam by. the self

induced RF field. Initially it is tuned in such a way to provide decelei:ation of electrons in 

accordance with the undulator tapering and exact resonance of electrons with the optical 

field takes place along the t_otal undulator length. While the optical field is increasing, 

the RF structure is detuned to decrease the induced RF field and to sustain the resonance 

condition. Finally, when the optical field gain becomes equal to the resonator losses, the 

stationary regime with high efficiency is settled. The induced RF field is small in the 

stationary r~gime. 

The advantage of the scheme with the tapered undulator and tunable decelerating' 

RF structure is evident. It does not require RF power supply, so a shorter RF band 

may be chosen(/{,,-, K- or /{.,-band) giving a possibility to place the RF structure in a 

smaller undulator gap. As a result, a shorter undulator period may be used to generate 

the radiation with a shorter wavelength. 1 

The key problem of the proposed scheme design is the problem of tuning the RF struc

ture: its resonant properties should change significantly within the macropulse duration 

of the driving accelerator. There are several technical solutions and here we study in 

detail one of them, namely that using the travelling wave resonator tec~nique (see, e.g., 

refs. [21, 22]). It is arranged as follows: The decelerating RF structure is a conventional 

iris-loaded waveguide. Its exit and entran~e are connected with the homogeneous waveg

uide (transmitting waveguide). Thus, such a configuration forms a so called travelling 

wave resonant ring. When ohmic losses in the waveguides are small and phase shift of the 

RF wave per one round-trip is multiple to 271", the energy losses of the electron beam in 

the iris-loaded waveguide may be increased significantly. The expression for decelerating 

RF field in the iris-loaded waveguide is of the form: 

E, = /0 R.([I - exp(-az)] + 6 exp(-az)[l - exp(-al,)]/[1 - 8 exp(-al,)]], (15) 

20 

where / 0 is the avera~e beam current, R, is the shunt impedance, o i~ the att~nuation 

constant and l, is the length of the iris-loaded waveguide. Parameter 6 is the transmission 

coefficient describing the feedback from the exit to the entrance of the iris-loaded waveg- · 

uide and takes into account RF power losses, ph~e shift in the transmitting ~aveguide 

and steering elements. At exact resonance 6 is a real number less than _unity. \Vhen 6 is 

a complex number, it means that frequency detuning takes place. Steering the amplitude 

and phase of the transmission coefficient 6, 1!1akes it possible to change the decelerating 

RF field in the iris-loaded waveguide. 

Phase shifter 

--· Horn 

WaTegui/\ )--0-< /\,_/ 
! . · . >-0---<: . . ' . . )--0-< .. . . . . 

>-0--< 
~\ 

Figure 7: Scheme C: Phase shifter on the base of phased array'antenna 

There are several possibilities to provide such a steering. Here we consider_ one of 

them using technique of an array of fast phase shifters with reactive power divider of 

optical type. This technique is widely used to construct phase~ array antennas [23]. 

Usually p - i - n diodes are used as phase shifters. In this scheme, the transmitting 

waveguide is divided into two parts and each half of the waveguide is matched with a 

horn (transmitting and receiving) to reduce the RF power flux (see Fig. 7). At the exit 

of the transmitting horn, a feed-through array is installed which consists of receiving and 

transmitting radiating elements connected by phase shifters. Transverse dimensions of 

the phase shifters must be less than ,\, / /2 x ,\, J /2 which enables one to place them inside 

each antenna element. The wave radiated hy the phased array is received by the second . . 

horn which is placed next to the latter. The number of phase shifters in the phased array 

is defined by the maximal permissible value of the peak RF power for one diode and t_he_ 

total power circulating in the resonator. For instance, when these values are 100 W and . . . 

1 MW, respectively, 104 diodes should be installed in the phased array. As. a result, at 
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Arf ~ 1 cm transverse di1hensions of the phased array will be about 5.0 x 50 cm and.power 

losses due to the. diode shifters will be about 0.3 dB per one resonator round-trip. 

In this scheme the phased arr~y performs ~~o i~port~nt fm~ctions. First, it steers 

the phase shift of the wave in the tra~smitting waveguide (and transmitting coefficient 

6). Second, it matches, the ·transmitting and receiving horns, thus eliminating RF power 

losses during the ste~ring process. 

Of course, th~re may exist other w~ys to steer the transmission coefficient 6. For 

inst~nce, the ~mplitude of 6 may be steered by the.gas discharger [24], f.:.;,t mechanical 

tuning may be used, etc. Here a peculiar feature of the travelling wave resonat~r may 

be used: when reflections in the resonator are greater than attenuation in the iris-loaded 

waveguide, the quality factor Q of the resonator depends significantly on the value of the 

reflections [22]. 

Let us now proceed with numerical example (see Table 3). One can easily obtain 

that all the requirements on the· electron bunch length, waveguide iris ape_rture, etc., are 

in the limits of the model accepted (see section· 3). RF decel~ration system consists of 

8 iris-loaded waveguides with parameters close ,to those accepted in the CLIC (CERN 

Linear Collider) project [25]. When using such a waveguide, the undulator gap may be 

chosen to be equal to 14 mm. The chosen value of the peak magnetic field is slightly less 

than that given by the Halbach formula for hybrid SmCo magnets [19] and the tapering 

of the main undulator is performed by decreasing the magnetic field at a fixed undulator 

period. 

To describe the self-consistent process of amplification in the prebuncher and drift 

space, equations (9),, (10) and (5) are used. Taking into account the undulator tapering, 

we rewrite the equations for the main undulator in the form [18]: 

dP(k)/dz = (1 + gf,(k)r1 (1 - b3T)!JJ/A'{)COS(VJ(k) + i/J. - J,1,) + '{}z, 

: • • 2 • • 
#(k)/dz =Co+ (1 + gP(k)r [P(k)(l + 0.5gP(k)) + T(l - 0.5b3T)], 

M 

dcp/dz = ~2/3M-1(1 - b3T)JJJ!A E(l + gP(k)r1 cos(VJ(k) + 'Pa - J,1,), 
k=I 

M. 

d,p,/dz = -2/3M-1cp-1(I - b3T)JJJJA E(I + gf,(k))-1 sin(VJ(k) + 'Ps - /,{,). 
. k=I 

where b3 = 2g(l + Q~/2)/Q~, Q0 is the undulator parameter at the undulator entrance. 

All the notations are similar to those taken in section 3 with the following exceptions. 

The term JJJ = [JJ]/[J J]o takes into account the change of the factor [J J] due to the 

tapering. The term T = T(z) describes the undulator tapering. We have chosen the 

parabolic law of tapering: T(z) = f1(z - z0 ) + f2(f- zo)2
, where z0 = iP is the axial 
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Table 3. Scheme C: Tapered undulator with tunable decelerating 
RF structure . 

Electron beam 

Energy, £0 

Peak current, I 
Average macropulse current, Ia 
Micropulse duration 

Energy spread, <T / Eo 

Magnetic system 

Prebuncher 

Period, >.P 
Magnetic field, Bp 

Number of periods, NP 

Length of drift space, D 

Main undulator 

Period, Aw 

Magnetic field, Bw 
Number of periods, Nw 

Tapering depth (parabolic), !:,,.B/ Bo 

Optical resonator 

Wavelength, ).. 

Rayleigh length, ZR 

Total power losses 

Decelerating system 

RF frequency 

Number of sections 

Section length, l, 

Structure type 

Iris aperture radius, a 

Cell radius, b 

Reduced shunt impedance, R. 
Attenuation constant, a 
Group velocity, v9 /c 

23 

120 MeV 

55 A 
200mA 

1 ps 

0.2% 

6.3 cm 

0.94 kG 

4 

70 cm 

3.5 cm 
4.5 kG 

80 

74 % 

0.65 µm 

140 cm 

2% 

. 30 GHz. 

8 

25 cm 

21r/3 

2mm 
4.35mm. 
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coordinate of the main fi.ndulator entrance and 

{1 = {1lwQ!/2g(l + Q!/2), 
• 2 2 ' ·. 2 
{2 = {2l.,,Q0 /2g(l + Q0 /2). 

The coefficients {i and {2 are the linear and quadratic coefficients of the magnetic field 

tapering, respectively : 

[Bo - B(;)J/B0 = {i(z - z0 ) + 6(z - z0 )
2

• 

In the the example considered, these coefficients are chosen tb be, equal to·· {1 = 0.62 
. . ' . 

and {1 = 0.12, respectively. It should be noted that the parabolic law of the undulator 

tapering is more preferable with respect to the linear one. 
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Figure 8: Scheme C: (1) - electron energy losses 6.t:/&0 due to the action of induced RF 
field, (2) - the FEL efficiency TJ and (3) - transmission coefficient 6 versus the number of 
resonator round-trips 

When performing simulations, we have taken into account that there should _be tech

nical clearance between the RF sections equal to D.z = 5. 7 cm ( or i_n normalized notations 

D.z = 0.02). In addition, the algorithm used takes into account the dependence on the 

axial coordinate of the RF decelerating field {z;:::; z::; z; + 0.09,j = 1, ... ,8): 

'Pz = 'Pzo(l - [ l - 0.22 6/{1 - 0.78 6)lexp[-2.8(z - z;)]], 

~here ,Pzo = -471" N.,,elaR.l.,,/&0 • In the example considered ,Pzo ~ -516. The initial value 

of the transmission coefficient is equal S = 0.9 which corresponds to the maximal decel

erating gradient 16 MV /m and electron energy losses 3.9 MeV per one section. During 
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simulations, the transmittion coefficient was changed to keep at the approximately con

stant level the total electron energy losses due to the action of the induced RF field and 

optical field: 

S(t) = (0.9 -:. Scp(t))[l - 0.78Scp(t)i-1
• , 

All _the parameters are chosen in_ such _a way that in the stationary regime with high 

efficiency the following relation takes place: Sep ~ 0.9. It means that in this q1.se the 

transmission coefficient is close to zero and the induced decelerating RF field is small. 

The reduced parameters, corresponding to the physical parameters from Table 3, are 

as follows; /3 = 11, g = 10-3
, k. = 9.1 x 10-4, A}= 4, iP = 0.09, b1 = 0.42, ~ = 0.56, 

b3 = 1.94 X 10-3, D ='0.12, Otp ='l, C0 = 0.6, {1 = 320, {2'= 60, S = 1.5 X 10-3• Fig.8 

pre~ents the dependencies on .the number of resonator round-trips of the electron energy 

losses D.t: / &0 due to the action of the induced RF. field, of the FEL efficiency TJ and of the 

transmission coefficient 6. In ti1e st~tlonary regim~ ~f operation we obtain TJ ~ 17.5%.' 

6 Conclusion 

In the present paper we have performed a detailed study of a possibility 'to use the 

time-dependent RF field to increase the FEL oscillator efficiency. The main emphasis was 

put on a problem to find such FEL schemes which may be realized at the present level 

of acceleration technique R&D. Three novel FEL oscillator schemes have been proposed 

wherein three different methods to introduce the time-dependent RF field into the inter

action region are used. Another common feature of the schemes considered consists .in 

the use of the prebuncher and drift space to increase the FEL oscillator efficiency. 

Thorough study of the proposed schemes has been performed in the framework of 

one-dimensional FEL oscillato~ model and similarity laws describing the principles of 

operation of these FEL schemes were obtained. 

It was shown that practical realization of the FEL oscillators with an efficiency of about 

20% is quite feasible at the present level of acceleration technique R&D using.standard 

undulator and RF structure technology. 
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C~IIH E.JI., illHeii:;::(MIIJJJiep E.A., lOpKOB M.B. E9-93-401 
11cnoJU,30BaHIIe 3aBIIC5Jm;ero OT BpeMeHII paAII01IaCTOTHOro IlOJUI 
AJIH noB&ImeHnH Kll.D: JIC3-reHepaTOpa 

Pa6oTa nocBHID;eHa II3y1IeHIIIO B03MO)KHOCTH n noBhlmeHIIH Kll.D: JIC3-re
HepaTopoB nyTeM BBeAeHII5J B o6JiaCTb B3aIIMOAeHCTBII5J YCKOP5IIOID;ero (HJIH 
3aMeAJI5IIOID;ero) paJiII01IaCTOTHOro IlOJI5J, 3aBIIC5Jm;ero OT BpeMeHII. Bee npeAJIO
)KeHHble cxeMbI Il0BblilleHll51 scpcpeKTIIBHOCTII 6a311pyIOTC5J Ha cym;eCTByrom;eM 
ypoBHe TexHoJiom11113roTOBJieHII5J Bq-CTPYKTYP II oH;::(yJIHTOpoB. PeaJIUCT111I
uocTb cxeM IIJIJIIOCTp11pyeTC5J pe3yJibTaTaMII 1IIICJieHHOro MOACJIIIpOBaHll51. Ilo
Ka3aHo, 1ITO npeAJiaraeM&Iii ITOAXOA no3BOJI5JeT c03AaBaTb JIC3-reHepaTophl 
IIHcppaKpaCHoro II BUAIIMOro AIIana3oHOB c Kll,n nop5JAKa 20 % . 

Pa6oTa BbIIIOJIHeHa B Jla6opaTop1111 CBepXBbICOKIIX 3Hepmii: 0115111. 

IlpenpHHT Qm,e,11memwro HIICTHT)'Ta l!,lep11b1X HCCJie,10BaHHH. ,!J;y6Ha, 1993 

Saldin E.L., Schneidmiller E.A., Yurkov M.V. 
High-Efficiency FEL Oscillator with Time-Dependent 
Microwave Field in Interaction Region 

E9-93-401 

Various schemes of a high-efficiency FEL oscillator with the time-depen
dent accelerating (or decelerating) microwave field in the interaction region are 
proposed. All the schemes are based on standard accelerating structure and 
undulator technology. Feasibility of the proposed schemes is confirmed by 
results of numerical simulations. Realistic examples of FEL oscillators of 
infrared and visible wavelength ranges with an efficiency of about 20% are 
presented. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Particle Physics, 
JINR. 
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